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1 Introduction (Giunti) 
 
This document embraces all the ideas and requests about LearnWeb2.0 and KRService. 
Some requirements have been originated during development, other during evaluation, 
other during the various meetings with other partners. 
 
The structure of this document reflects the origin of the ideas, with a chapter for each 
source of requirement: specification, evaluation, roadmap, pilots, meetings, demos... 
 
This structure has the advantage of a correct identification and placing of the 
requirements, but there is a drawback: several requirements are repeated. To overcome 
this problem, a final chapter is defined, with a unique list of requirements, with priority 
attribute. 
 
Some requirements are totally new or not yet well specified, therefore they are 
accompanied by scenarios with narratives, use cases and requirement extraction. 
 
2 Requirements deriving from ID5.14 (Altran) 
2.1 List of requirements with references 
Short name Description Source 
Toolbar: for 
open source 
browser 
 
A toolbar to search in LearnWeb with 
options to do it by keywords, tags and 
others. 
 
ID5.14. Page 32, section 4.2 
and page 37 section 4.3.3.3 
Disabled 
functionalities 
 
If the user is not yet logged, the disabled 
functionalities (bookmarking, sharing, 
rating, commenting, publishing) are 
visible but unclickable.  
 
ID5.14. Page 33, section 
4.3.1 
Search with 
Google-Style 
 
The possibility to perform searches with 
operators like AND, OR, etc, with 
quoting phrases, … 
 
ID5.14. Page 33, section 
4.3.3.1 
Search by 
tags 
 
The possibility to perform searches just 
by tag, without a term. 
 
ID5.14. Page 36, section 
4.3.3.3 
Search by 
Bookmark 
 
Integrate the login into delicious.com to 
use bookmarking. 
 
ID5.14. Page 37, section 
4.3.3.4 
Search by 
group 
 
The possibility of search by the tags 
assigned to a group. 
 
ID5.14. Page 37, section 
4.3.3.5 
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Share 
 
Sharing a resource sending an email 
containing the URL. 
 
ID5.14. Page 39, section 
4.3.8 
 
2.2 Scenario 
 
John wants to learn how to play the guitar, so first of all he wants to see some videos for 
beginners or novice guitar players. So John opens Firefox and decides to use the 
LearnWeb toolbar to perform the search “guitar and (beginner or novice)”. The 
LearnWeb web page shows the results. One of these results is a good video (as the 
community point of view), so Jonh wants to share with his colleague Sarah. Learnweb 
advices John that he must to login to share the video. John logs into the system and clicks 
and rates the video with a 5 (in the stars interface), comments the video and clicks on the 
share link. An inputbox appears: John writes the sarah‟s email (sarah@nobody.org). 
 
Sarah receives an email with the video‟s url pointing to Learnweb. She plays the video 
and decides to tag it with the „rock‟ tag. So, she logs into the system, tags the video 
fulfilling the „tag‟ inputbox. Sarah feels really happy with the video and bookmarks it 
into del.icio.us, so she clicks on „Bookmark this‟ and the video is stored into her favourite 
bookmarks. 
 
3 Requirements deriving from Evaluation (SU) 
3.1 List of requirements with references 
 
This is a list of requirements derived from the evaluation of the LearnWeb2.0 (ID5.10). 
Some of the requirements are also listed and discussed in Section 5 as requirements for 
the pilots. 
 
 
Short name Description Source 
User registration LearnWeb2.0 should provide 
an user registration module 
(This is discussed in details in 
Section 5.) 
 
ID5.10, page 5 
Concurrent usage LearnWeb2.0 should allow a 
reasonable number of students 
(for example more than 100 
students) to use concurrently 
the system.  
(This is also discussed in 
details in Section 5.) 
ID5.10, page 8 
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To achieve this requirement the 
following needs to be done: 
 Analyse and optimize the 
Web services; 
 Analyse and optimize 
LearnWeb2.0 web tool; 
 Configure the servers 
properly; 
 Move the servers (Fedora, 
Web Services, 
LearnWeb2.0 web tool) to 
more powerful physical 
servers (this is already 
planned and will be done in 
near future). 
 
Search  
 
The Search functionality of 
LearnWeb2.0 should be 
improved to allow search by 
more than one keyword, search 
within all fields of metadata, 
search within tags, etc. 
 
ID5.10, Section 2.6 
Summary of the 
evaluation results and 
recommendations  
 
Upload, Edit and Share List of requirements that arise 
from the general requirements 
of Upload, Edit and Share.  
(This is discussed in details in 
Section 5.) 
 
ID5.10, Section 2.6 
Summary of the 
evaluation results and 
recommendations  
 
Delete a resource 
 
LearnWeb2.0 should allow 
deletion of resources. 
This is also marked as an issue 
about connecting PCM Server 
to Fedora repository. 
 
ID5.10, Section 2.6 
Summary of the 
evaluation results and 
recommendations  
Issues table for 
Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer 
to Fefora/KRSM web 
services 
Public, private and 
shared resources 
 
LearnWeb2.0 should provide 
support of the following types 
of resources: 
 Public – the resources can 
be accessed by all users; 
 Private – the resource can 
be accessed only by the 
ID5.10, Section 2.6 
Summary of the 
evaluation results and 
recommendations  
Issues table for 
Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer 
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owner; 
 Shared – the resources is 
shared to a group of users 
 
Access to private resources is 
also marked as an issue about 
connecting PCM Server to 
Fedora repository. 
 
to Fefora/KRSM web 
services 
 
User Groups LearnWeb2.0 should 
implement management of user 
groups: 
 Create an user group; 
 Join an user to a group 
 
This requirement is also 
connected with the above 
requirement for sharing 
resources to a group of users. 
 
 
Quick 
tagging/commenting 
A resource should 
automatically be loaded to 
Fedora when user wants to tag 
it. 
Preparing demo for Sofia 
meeting 
Improved profile page The sequence: MyHomePage-
>MyProfile-
>enteringPassword-
>endingWithEnterKey should 
avoid deleting Web2.0 
credentials! (this is due to the 
fact that submit button is 
“save” instead of “Decrypt” 
Preparing demo for Sofia 
meeting 
Category change the owner of a resource may 
have the possibility to change 
its category 
Preparing demo for Sofia 
meeting 
Satisfactory home page the current empty home-page is 
useless 
Preparing demo for Sofia 
meeting 
Useful metadata Are current metadata useful for 
lifelong competence? To be 
analyzed. 
Preparing demo for Sofia 
meeting 
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3.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 
3.2.1 Scenario “Search” 
3.2.1.1 Narrative 
A user with or without an account in LearnWeb2.0 wants to search for resources. 
3.2.1.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: An user 
 Pre-conditions: The user has access to Internet 
 Post-conditions: The user ends up with a list of resources related to the search 
 Basic Flow:  
o The user opens LearnWeb2.0 in a browser. 
o Optional. The user logs in LearnWeb2.0. 
o The user opens the Search Page 
o The user enters a keyword or keyword in the Search field and presses the 
Search button 
o The search is performed in the following way: 
 Fedora repository is search for resources containing the keyword(s) 
in any of the Metadata fields; 
 Fedora repository is also search for resources with tags matching 
the search keyword(s); 
 Private resources are excluded from the search in Fedora 
repository; 
 A search in Web 2.0 tools (YouTube, Flickr, etc.) is made. 
o A list with resources is displayed. 
3.2.1.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
 Search by more than one keyword should be implemented; 
 All Metadata fields of a resource should be included in the search; 
 Tags should be also be included in the search; 
 Private resource should be excluded fro the search. 
3.2.2 Scenario “Delete a resource” 
3.2.2.1 Narrative 
An user with an account in LearnWeb2.0 wants to delete a resource. 
3.2.2.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: A registered user of LearnWeb2.0 
 Pre-conditions: The user has registered in LearnWeb2.0 and has some resources 
added/uploaded to the Fedora repository 
 Post-conditions: The resource is deleted from the repository together with all 
comments and tags. 
 Basic Flow:  
o The user opens LearnWeb2.0 in a browser. 
o The user logs in LearnWeb2.0. 
o The user opens My Home Page and then My LearnWeb Resources 
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o A list of owned resources is displayed 
o The user selects a resource to delete and click on the corresponding Delete 
link (button) 
o The user is asked to confirm the deletion of the resource and also is 
warned that all associated comments and tags will be deleted. 
o If the user confirms the deletion, the resource is deleted from the 
repository together with all associated comments and tags. 
 Notes:  
o Only the owner of a resource can delete it.  
o In certain cases this can be an issue. For example, if an user registers to 
LearnWeb2.0 and publishes a resource with some offending or illegal 
content and quits. Then no one can delete this resource which can lead to 
some legal issues. A possible solution is to have user(s) with 
administrative account that have full rights over all resources including 
deletion of resources. 
3.2.2.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
 LearnWeb2.0 should support deletion of resources 
 Appropriate Web services for deletion of resources should be implemented. These 
services should support authentication and authorization. 
3.2.3 Scenario “Make a resource Public, Private or Shared” 
3.2.3.1 Narrative 
An user with an account in LearnWeb2.0  wants to make a resource Public, Private or 
Shared. 
3.2.3.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: A registered user of LearnWeb2.0 
 Pre-conditions: The user has registered in LearnWeb2.0 
 Post-conditions: The desired resource is made Public, Private or Shared. 
 Basic Flow:  
o The user opens LearnWeb2.0 in a browser. 
o The user logs in LearnWeb2.0. 
o The user opens My Home Page and then My LearnWeb Resources 
o A list of owned resources is displayed 
o The user clicks on the link of the title of the resource and opens the View 
Page. 
o From this page the user changes the Access to the resource by selecting 
Public, Private or Shared. If the user selects Shared she/he must also 
choose an user group within the resource is shared . 
 Alternative Flows:  
o The user opens LearnWeb2.0 in a browser. 
o The user logs in LearnWeb2.0. 
o The user opens My Home Page and then Resource Upload Page 
o The user fills in the needed information for the resource 
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o From this page the user also defines the Access to the resource by 
selecting Public, Private or Shared. If the user selects Shared she/he must 
also choose an user group within the resource is shared . 
o The user clicks on the Publish resource button 
3.2.3.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
 The Digital Data Model for resources in Fedora should be extended to support 
Public, Private and Shared resources; 
 Design and implement a Digital Data Model in Fedora for user groups 
 LearnWeb2.0 web tool and the KR Web Services for accessing and modifying 
resources should implement User Authentication and Authorization not to allow 
unauthorised access to a resource. 
 
 
4 Requirements deriving from Roadmap (Uhann) 
4.1 List of requirements with references 
Short name Description Source 
Identity 
Management 
Single sing on into different Web2.0 tools, 
supported by the system. 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10  
 
Resource 
Aggregation 
 
Aggregation of the resources into groups. 
(Scenario 4.2.1) 
 
DIP3 Section 
“Knowledge Resources 
Sharing and 
Management” subsection 
“Description of work” 
Page35 
Resource 
Sharing 
Sharing of the resources among team 
partners. (Scenario 4.2.2) 
 
ID5.11 Section 3.1.2 
“TheLearnWeb2.0 Tool” 
Page 9 with reference to 
ID5.14,  
DIP3 Section 
“Knowledge Resources 
Sharing and 
Management” subsection 
“Description of work” 
Page35 
Resource 
Search 
Homogeny search for resources within the 
different Web2.0 tools, supported by the 
system, as well as within the system 
repository (Scenario 4.2.34.2.2) 
 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10  
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Social 
Bookmarking  
 
Bookmark handling (for example 
Delicious) over the API and share 
bookmarks with other members. 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10 
Browsing the 
repository 
 
Browsing Learnweb2.0 repository for 
resources. 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10 
Resource 
Upload 
Direct upload to the web2.0 tools for from 
user Desktop through the API (Scenario 
4.2.6) 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10 
 
 
Resource 
Confidentiality  
 
Mark resources as private/public, 
additional authorization facility 
ID5.11 Section 3. 2 
“Interaction models and 
requirements for 
knowledge sharing” Page 
10 
 ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
Learnweb2.0 
Browser Agent 
 A browser plugin offering LearnWeb2.0 
services (add, group, ect.) at any web 
page (Scenario 4.2.4) 
TenCompetence Meeting 
Madrid 7-10 April 2008. 
 
Resource 
Popularity 
Measurement 
Popularity is a function of commenting, 
view counter, rate. It is used for resource 
ranking. 
ID5.11 Section 3. 5 
“Metadata editor and 
repository service” 
Subsection 3.5.1 
“Repository service” 
Page 13 
TenCompetence Meeting 
Madrid 7-10 April 2008. 
Codebash Madrid 10-11 
April 2008. 
FireFox toolbar A search tool bar for FireFox  browser for 
the LearnWeb2.0 
ID5.11 Section 3.4 
“LearnWeb2.0 (former 
KRSM Web Tool)” Page 
12 
TenCompetence Meeting 
Madrid 7-10 April 2008. 
View Counter How many times a resource has been TenCompetence Meeting 
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viewed. Influence of the resource 
popularity measurement. 
Madrid 7-10 April 2008 
Resource 
Organization 
Provide relations within resources using 
the ideas added by the users in order to 
generate a network of resources for 
facilitating the navigation through the 
different resources using these conceptual 
relations. 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.1 “Trends” 
Page 17 
Virtual Worlds Simulate immersive scenarios using 3D 
graphics. Allowing the upload into Fedora 
of URLs with the Secondlife protocol (or 
other virtual world tools, like 
Wonderland, Alice,..), e.g. 
secondlife://Northport/59/29/22 with 
associated thumbnail and player. 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.1 “Trends” 
Page 17 
Semantic Web 
Integration 
Generate a new space where the machine 
will be able to read the data and understand 
its content in order to organize the 
resources according to their meaning 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.1 “Trends” 
Page 17 
Social 
LearnWeb2.0 
Combination of social aspects into 
knowledge resources sharing and 
management 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.2 “Next 
steps” Page 18 
Resource Usage 
Quality 
Studying the “quality” of resource usage 
and the identification of mechanisms that 
makes good resources emerge. To achieve 
this goal we 
will focus our attention in scouting the 
implications of rating the comments 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.2 “Next 
steps” Page 18 
Social 
Relationship 
Empower the knowledge discovery, 
exploiting the relations defined by different 
users. (Scenario 4.2.5) 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.2 “Next 
steps” Page 18 
Integration of 
LearnWeb2.0 
services into 
other WP‟s 
The Integration of WP5 web service tool in 
WP3, WP6, WP7, WP8 tools. This will be 
achieved with possible enhancements of 
WP5 exposed services. 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 18 
 
Collaborative 
Resources  
 
 
Integration with GoogleDocs or Wiki  
 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
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“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
User Groups Management of user groups (company 
employees)  
 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
Discussions 
around 
Resources 
The LearnWeb2.0 system should support 
an easy way to set up discussions around 
topics and resources. This can be 
achieved for example by adding a 
“Discuss It” link (button) next to each 
resource in the list of results when 
browsing or searching.  (Scenario 4.2.7) 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
Social 
Annotations 
The user can add comments (annotations) 
to each resource by clicking on the “Add 
Comment” link (button) in the 
LearnWeb2.0 toolbar. (Scenario 4.2.8) 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
 
Installation 
Manual  
 
 
Installation manual for Pilots  
 
ID5.11 Section 4 
“Summary of Trends in 
the fields” 
Subsection 4.3 
“TENCompetence needs” 
Page 19 
 
4.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 
4.2.1 Scenario “Aggregation of the resources” 
Tom teaches a course about "Semantic Web" at the university and is using KRSM to 
provide the students with useful learning material. For each lecture he creates at least one 
group using KRSM GroupMe! component for resource aggregation, in which he adds the 
lecture slides, exercises, and other relevant (multimedia) resources, e.g. Tom's “Semantic 
Web introduction” group contains a YouTube video, in which Tim Berners-Lee, the 
inventor of the Semantic Web, gives an introductive interview. The group also contains 
an image of the Semantic Web architecture, an essential article, important web sites, etc.  
 
Simplicity of the KRSM system and specifically KRSM GroupMe! component is a main 
reason why Tom appreciates the system. Groups are created via drag & drop operations: 
Resources of interest can be easily dragged into a group and then moved to a specific 
location. Furthermore, Tom can add Web resources via a browser button while navigating 
the internet. 
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Maria is a student and participates in Tom's course. She enjoys the visual presentation of 
GroupMe! groups. Resources are visualized according to their media type. Hence, Maria 
can immediately watch videos, eye images, check the latest headlines of news feeds, etc. 
For short, she is able to grasp the group's content at a glance.  
 
In context of the Semantic Web course, Maria has built her own groups that consist of 
resources (and groups) Tom has published and moreover of new resources she has 
discovered. Maria's groups reflect her personal view on a particular topic. 
 
KRSM GroupMe! component also enables Maria to subscribe to groups she is interested 
in, so that she will be notified at their personal GroupMe! page or within her news reader 
application whenever the group is modified.  
 
GroupMe!'s tagging functionality allows Maria and Tom to organize their own content or 
content they are interested in. Based on the tags Maria and Tom are using, they retrieve 
recommendations for new groups and resources that have been added to the system. 
Furthermore, the novel group structure allows advanced strategies to explore and search 
for content. 
4.2.2 Scenario “Resource sharing” 
Daniela, an technician from the University of Pavia looks for evaluation resources (e.g. 
Tests  and quizzes ) using  LearnWeb2.0 and selectively share them among LearnWeb2.0 
users. The sharing properties (like the course, a person, a group of persons, time, ip and 
so on), can be defined by clicking on the “ShareIt” link in the resource page. Additionaly 
the sharing can be based on the resource property [2]. For example Daniela can easily 
share all resources tagged with “Photoshop, filters” to all her friends that are working on 
a specific project which requires the use of a graphics program. Each new coming 
resource whith the tag will be shared automatically. 
 While looking for exercises, Daniela also finds other useful materials on the web. 
Because LearnWeb2.0 is a collaborative environment, She can easily check to see 
whether her college Gabriele already found similar resources.   
Daniela browses through the search results and finds a group of related resources created 
by a colleague from a partner university who has already solved a similar task, and adds 
them to Learnweb2.0 repository. She comments, tags and rates the resources.  
4.2.3 Scenario “Searching” 
Gabriele is a technician at the Pavia University and uses LearnWeb2.0 for searching on 
the Internet web2.0 sources and on his desktop for interesting resources for a particular 
course. He gathers MS Access Training PowerPoint documents through Slideshare, video 
tutorials on Microsoft Access through YouTube, links and bookmarks through his 
del.icio.us page using search functionality based on the resource properties [2] (metadada 
like tags, title, description). 
4.2.4 Scenario “Using LearnWeb2.0 agent (browser plugin)” 
In our future work we plan to implement a LearnWeb 2.0 agent as a browser extension. 
This agent will allow using LearnWeb 2.0 resource aggregation facilities with arbitrary 
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Web 2.0 sources. To support explicit aggregation of resources, the agent will recognize 
drag and drop events. On the drag event over a resource which can be added to a group, a 
window of the GroupMe! component will appear in the right bottom corner of the page. 
This window will provide an overview over user-defined groups enabling user to add a 
resource to a group by the drop event. This interface is presented in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1: Using the Agent 
 
To allow for implicit activity-based resource aggregation, the LearnWeb 2.0 agent will 
monitor user interaction with Web 2.0 applications and provide this information to the 
aggregation component of the service layer. 
4.2.5 Scenario “Social Relationship” 
Let us consider as an example that a user defines the relation “created by” in this way: 
MonalisacreatedByLeonardo  
Now suppose that another user defines the relation: 
MonalisahasSerigraphySerigraphcreatedByAndyWarhol  
These relations could be exploited for performing inferences and discover a link between 
Leonardo Da Vinci and Andy Warhol. 
4.2.6 Scenario “Resource Upload” 
The Web is not the only source where the user can find resources related to a 
competence. Some useful resources might be located on the user‟s desktop or other 
devices like a camera. It is possible to use LearnWeb2.0 resource upload functionality in 
order to upload new resources into a corresponding Web 2.0 tool and add them to the 
LearnWeb2.0 platform at one stroke. 
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4.2.7 Scenario “Discussions around Resources” 
When the user clicks the “Discuss It” link, the LearnWeb2.0 system automatically creates 
a topic in the corresponding TENC forum and the forum is opened in the browser. The 
name of the topic is automatically filled in with the title of the resource. After the topic is 
created other users can discuss the resource in the forum by simply clicking the “Discuss 
It” link (button). The users can use also use the LearnWeb2.0 toolbar to set up 
discussions in a more convenient way when viewing the resource in the browser. 
Topics and resources can be discussed also in blogs. A “Blog It” link (button) can be 
added to the LearnWeb2.0 and toolbar. When the user clicks it a corresponding Blog 
system will automatically be loaded in the browser. 
4.2.8 Scenario “Social Annotations” 
When browsing/searching resources the user can view the comments associated with a 
resource by clicking on “Add Comment” link (button). 
The LearnWeb2.0 system can implement comments and social annotations in a similar 
way as Diigo. The social annotation service introduced by Diigo allows users to add 
highlights and sticky notes, in situ, on any web page they read. Imagine a giant 
transparency overlaying on top of all the web pages. Users can write on the transparency 
as they wish, as private notes or public comments. And they can read public comments on 
the transparency left by other readers of the same page. 
 
5 Requirements deriving from Pilots (UPF) 
The LearnWeb2.0 evaluation is divided in two different phases:  
1. Test of the tool: It consists of a functionality and usability test where a group of 
members of the WP5 test all the functionalities of the tool and provide a list of 
requirements for improve the tool. An example of this type of tests is provided in 
the ID5.10. For the LearnWeb2.0 we also perform a simple test with real users in 
order to analyze the functionalities in a more real context. 
2. The evaluation of the tool integrated in a pilot: It consists of a test of the tool used 
in a real context and with real users. The tool is integrated in a system with the 
other tools of the project and more than 100 users will use it.  In this case, the tool 
will be accessible through a link integrated in bigger platform that contextualizes 
the course that the user is carrying out. This type of tests are very useful for 
analyzing how the tool is used in a real context and which are the problems that a 
real user will find when using it. See as a pilot example the one described in the 
following document Agora_pilot_10competence-180208.doc.  
5.1 List of requirements with references 
Here we list the set of NEEDED requirements detected during the evaluation of the 
LearnWeb2.0 (ID5.10). All the requirements listed here have the same high level of 
priority because they are all related. 
 
Short name Description Source 
Registration  List of requirements arise from the general  
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requirement of Registration.  
1. Solve login 
and 
registration 
All the users should have a particular account 
for access the LearnWeb2.0, with a password 
and a user name. For the pilots in January, we 
need to implement a registration module for 
storing the information of the users. The 
information can be upload to the Sofia server 
or sent to the PCM server. 
ID5.10 page 5 
Functionality My 
HomePage) 
Integration List of requirements arise from the general 
requirement of Integration. 
Issues_to_complete_M
ay_release.doc 
ID5.10 tables of the 
evaluation. 
2. Concurrent 
Usage  
The system should support concurrent users 
for courses with more than 100 students. 
ID5.10 p.8 
Agora_pilot_10compet
ence-180208.doc (p.3) 
Upload, Edit 
and Share 
List of requirements that arise from the 
general requirements of Upload, Edit and 
Share. Almost all requirements are related 
with the rights that a user can manage over 
his/her resources. 
 
3. Deleting 
resources 
Deleting resources, limiting to resources that 
have no links; only owner can delete a 
resource. Only the users that have uploaded 
the resource can have the rights on it. 
 
4. Publising or 
Storing 
resources 
A user can upload a resource and store it in 
his/her account but doesn‟t publish it. It is, the 
user wants it stored but doesn‟t want to share 
it with other users. 
 
5. Management 
of private 
resources 
NON-URGENT: A user should upload a 
resource and select if he/she wants it private 
and accessible only for him/her or for a 
particular group of users. (e.g. this image can 
be seen only by registered users, or something 
similar) 
 
6. Management 
of user groups 
NON-URGENT: User must have the 
possibility of creating group of users with 
particular rigths (e.g. these photos are 
available only to the group “technicians of the 
company XYZ”). This requirement is related 
with requirement number 5 in this table. 
 
Other 
Requirements 
  
8. 
LearnWeb2.0 
for different 
browsers 
The tool should be supported by Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 
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5.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 
We describe here the two different scenarios: (1) Registration and (2) Upload, share and 
edit resources. We have described two possible scenarios contextualized in the future 
pilot of Digital Cinema planned in January.  
5.2.1 Scenario “Registration” 
5.2.1.1 Narrative 
In order to access to the LearnWeb2.0 tool, each of the users need an authentication 
account. The user will have access to the tool with this data in order to use the 
functionalities provided by the tool. 
5.2.1.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: Professionals of the Digital Arts 
 Pre-conditions: The learner has been accepted into the Digital Cinema 
community.  
 Post-condition: The user ends up with an account in the LearnWeb2.0 tool and 
can use all the functionalities provided by the tool. 
 Basic Flow:  
o The user access to the LearnWeb2.0 tool.  
o The user clicks on a registration button and a web-form from WP3 will be 
open for the register. 
o The user now has access to the functionalities of the tool by introducing 
his account information. 
 Alternative Flows 
o The user has already an account created in the PCM and received from 
WP3 tool the information about the authentication data to his/her mail.  
o The user can enter to the tool with this information data. 
5.2.1.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
The system should provide a registration module. This should create the users‟ accounts. 
 
5.2.2 Scenario “Upload, share and edit” 
5.2.2.1 Narrative 
A user with an account in the LearnWeb2.0 wants to upload a resource 
5.2.2.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: Professionals of the Digital Arts 
 Pre-conditions: The learner has been accepted into the Digital Cinema community 
and has an account in the LearnWeb2.0. 
 Post-condition: The user ends up with a photo uploaded to the LearnWeb2.0. 
 Basic Flow:  
o The user access to the LearnWeb2.0 tool.  
o The user search for a photo to edit. 
o The user downloads the photo he/she wants to edit. 
o The user changes this photo using a program installed on his/her PC. 
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o The user uploads the photo to Flickr or Fedora server and edits the 
metadata associated to it. 
o The user clicks on share for sharing this resource and add a comment 
explaining his/her changes to the other users. 
 
5.2.2.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
o Each of the users registered into the LearnWeb2.0 need a particular 
account. 
o The system has to support the concurrent access for different users at the 
same time.  
o The system has to differentiate among the resources uploaded by the 
different users of the system; it is, with different accounts. 
o The functionalities Upload, Edit and Share have to work properly. 
o The system has to provide a system for managing the rights over the 
resources. 
 
 
6 Requirements deriving from DIP-3 (Giunti) 
6.1 List of requirements with references 
Short name Description Source 
Improve 
categorisation 
and tagging 
This requirement is already 
implemented, but incomplete. At 
present Categorisation is possible 
only for resources stored into Fedora 
(“upload a file”), it should be 
extended for Web2.0 resources 
(“upload pictures/audio/video”). 
Tagging is fully implemented 
TENCompetence_DIP-
3_version_1.1_short.pdf 
 
Page 40 
 
http://www.partners. 
tencompetence.org/mod/ 
resource/view.php?id=360 
summarization 
of discussions 
(possibly as a 
collaborative 
document) 
This requirement has been depicted 
also in ID5.12 (section 3.1.8 contains 
use case narrative and activity model) 
but has to be conceived differently. 
In fact LearnWeb2.0 does not allow 
the creation of topic areas. This 
requirement has to be conceived as a 
combination of: 
 Supporting GoogleDocs 
 Supporting users groups 
 
 
 
same as above, 
plus 
http://hdl.handle. 
net/1820/1298 
 
 
automatic 
metadata 
extraction of 
known file 
types 
This requirement refers to the 
extraction of metadata embedded in 
some format like jpg, mp3, mpg, ... 
and automatic insertion into Fedora. 
This functionality may be inserted in 
 
 
Same as above 
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the uploading pages, aside the 
“browse” button or as a side-effect of 
the “publish resource” button 
browsing of 
resources 
This requirement is already 
implemented 
As above 
user profiles 
and associated 
relations and 
indexing 
This requirement has to be conceived 
in accordance with WP3. A user 
should: 
 Have a profile 
 Belong to a group 
 Have a list of authorized 
operations 
As above 
Social help This requirement has to be conceived 
in accordance with WP8. A user 
should have the possibility to contact 
other users. The details of this 
requirements are listed in chapter 8 
As above 
6.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 
6.2.1 Scenario “a policeman searches photos of prisons” 
6.2.1.1 Narrative 
A policeman searches photos of prison in Cayenne Island for studying security issues. He 
belongs to a group authorized to view secret photos. He is interested only in prisons in the 
geographic area of French Guiana. 
 
6.2.1.2 Use Case #1 
 Actors: a policeman 
 Pre-conditions: 
photos are geo-referenced, but available only to Police group 
the policeman is already registered and belongs to Police group 
 Post-conditions: photos are shown on policeman‟s computer 
 Basic Flow: 
The policeman logs-in 
He is recognized as belonging to the Police group 
He searches with the keywords “prison” and “4.88,-52.33” (Cayenne 
geographic coordinates) 
He finds some photos that have been shot with a GPS camera and are geo-
tagged 
Some of the photos are private to Police group, other belongs to other 
groups 
He can download the photos of his group 
 Alternative Flows: (none) 
 Notes: the geographic tags have been automatically extracted from the Jpg file 
while uploading the photo and have been automatically stored in Fedora. 
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6.2.1.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
 User must belong to a group 
 The group may have authorization 
 The CRUD operations on resources (Create, Read, Update, Delete) should be 
linked to some groups or single-users 
6.2.1.4 Interaction model 
 Group belonging is defined by a group manager through a web-form (probably a 
WP3 web-form of user profiling system) 
 CRUD authorizations are defined by resource owner (the first uploader) 
 Metadata that are automatically extracted from resource are editable with 
LearnWeb‟s Metadata Editor (not Jpg editor) 
 
 
7 Requirements deriving from Maastricht 2008 
(Giunti+SU) 
7.1 List of requirements with references 
Short name Description Source 
Private 
resources 
Fedora/KRSM web services should have 
support for making Private resources 
private. 
 
The Digital Object Data Model for 
resources in Fedora should be extended 
to support Public, Private and Shared 
resources; 
 
LearnWeb2.0 web tool and the KR Web 
Services for accessing and modifying 
resources should implement User 
Authentication and Authorization not to 
allow unauthorised access to a resource 
 
This requirement is discussed in details in 
Section 3 – Public, Private and Shared 
resources. 
 
Issues table for Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer to 
Fefora/KRSM web services 
 
User 
Authenti-
cation 
KR Web services should support user 
Authentication for objects at any level. 
 
LearnWeb2.0 Web tool and KR Web 
services should implement user 
Issues table for Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer to 
Fefora/KRSM web services 
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authentication using a CAS server. 
 
Fedora repository should be configured 
to use authentication both for access and 
management. The KR Web services 
should use basic authentication to access 
Fedora services (using an administrator 
account) 
 
Delete 
resource 
KRSM web services should support 
„delete-resource‟ functionality 
 
This requirement is discussed in details in 
Section 3 – Delete resource. 
 
Issues table for Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer to 
Fefora/KRSM web services 
 
Search user 
by name or 
PCM URI 
KRSM should support a method to search 
a Fedora user based on “PCM-user-uri” 
or “name”. 
 
Appropriate Web services should be 
implemented for this. 
 
Issues table for Maastricht  
Connecting TENCServer to 
Fefora/KRSM web services 
 
Connecting 
TENCServer 
to Fedora 
WP3 should use KR Web services for 
connecting TENCServer to Fedora and 
for storing resources and attachments. 
 
 
Issues table for Maastricht  
http://www.partners.tencomp
etence.org/file.php/65/modda
ta/forum/207/6751/Issues_to_
complete_May_release.doc 
Connecting 
ReCourse to 
Fedora 
WP6 should use KR Web services for 
connecting ReCourse to Fedora 
repository and for storing UOLs. 
 
 
Issues table for Maastricht  
http://www.partners.tencomp
etence.org/file.php/65/modda
ta/forum/207/6751/Issues_to_
complete_May_release.doc 
7.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 
 
7.2.1 Scenario “User authentication using CAS server” 
7.2.1.1 Narrative 
LearnWeb2.0 Web tool and the KR Web services will use a CAS (Central Authentication 
Service) server for SSO user authentication as suggested by WP3. A simplified workflow 
(see Figure 7.1) is the following: 
 The user logs in LearnWeb2.0 Web tool by sending user name and password. 
 LearnWeb2.0 Web tool verifies the user information against CAS Server and a 
ticket with user credentials is returned to the browser. 
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 On subsequent requests, the web browser sends the ticket to LearnWeb2.0 Web 
tool. 
 The ticket is verified by CAS server. 
 When LearnWeb2.0 Web tool requests KR Web services, it send also a ticket with 
the user credentials. 
 The KR Web services send the ticket CAS server to verify the user. 
 Then KR Web services access the Fedora repository (using basic authentication 
and a Fedora administrator account). 
 
 
Figure 7.1. User authentication workflow using a CAS server 
 
A detailed information about using a CAS server for SSO is given in the following paper: 
Pascal Aubry, Vincent Mathieu, Julien Marchal, ESUP-Portail: open source Single Sign-
On with CAS  
http://www.esup-portail.org/consortium/espace/SSO_1B/cas/eunis2004/cas-eunis2004-
article.pdf 
 
7.2.1.2 Requirements extracted from the use cases 
 LearnWeb2.0 Web tool should implement user authentication using a CAS server; 
 KR Web services should also implement user authentication using a CAS server; 
 Fedora repository should be configured to use authentication both for access and 
management; 
 The KR Web services will use basic authentication to access Fedora services 
(using an administrator account). 
 
8 Requirements deriving from WP8 (INSEAD) 
 
INSEAD did not provide any requirement and WP8 did not replied to WP5 contacts. 
Web 
Browser 
LearnWeb 
Tool 
KR Web 
Services 
Fedora 
Repository 
CAS 
Server 
TENC 
User DB 
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9 Requirements deriving from Sofia meeting (Giunti) 
9.1 List of requirements with references 
Short 
name 
Description Source 
Explicit 
resource url 
url of the resource for retrieving it directly (similar 
to youtube url and embedded code) 
 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Pagination Pagination in search page 
 
 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Tag clouds In view page and MyResource page 
 
 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Various 
photo sizes 
Allowing selection of small, medium or big format 
in downloading photos 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Alignment 
with WP3 
User profile and rights aligned with WP3 http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Integration 
with 
ReCourse 
Something like drag&drop from LearnWeb to 
ReCourse and vice-versa, see Task-Force 12 
 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
Licensing Introducing BSD Licensing in all software 
components (Sofia Board meeting, October 28 
2008) 
http://www.partners.
tencompetence.org/f
ile.php/25/moddata/f
orum/49/7055/Minut
es_Consortium_Boa
rd_meeting_28-10-
08_-_draft.doc 
Supporting 
UoL 
Searching, viewing, uploading, downloading, 
tagging, commenting, metadating UoLs, see Task-
Force 12 
 
 
http://docs.google.co
m/View?docid=ddht
qnsh_663c8h7vtfs 
  
 
 
 
 
10 Unified list of requirements (Giunti) 
 
The following table contains the requirements devised above in this document, but 
mentioned a single time and ordered by priority with the following criteria: 
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 Priority 1= urgent for pilot starting in January 2009 
 Priority 2= due for release of may 2009 
 Priority 3= due for release of october 2009 
 
Short name Description Reference
s in this 
document 
Prio
rity 
Developer 
User 
registration 
Users can register by themselves 3.1 and 
5.1 
1 Altran 
Concurrent 
usage 
Up to 100 concurrent users on an 
empty fedora 
3.1 and 
5.1 
1 SU 
Improved 
search 
More than one keyword, search 
among metadata,... 
3.1 and 
4.1 
1 SU 
Improved 
interface 
explanation of metadata, 
explain the “(+)” 
add tag field and comment field in 
publish page (button should be 
“OK” and not “publish”) 
default type of resources 
9.1 1 SU 
Delete a 
resource 
Allowing resource deletion 3.1 and 
5.1  and 
7.1 
1 SU + Giunti 
Defining 
categories 
Categories as already proposed by 
Alexander G. 
 1 SU 
Resource 
Confidentiality 
Allowing resource Public, private 
or learnweb users 
3.1 and 
4.1 and 
5.1 and 
7.1 
1 UHANN 
Improved 
profile page 
Avoid unintentional credential 
deletion 
3.1 1 GIUNTI 
Installation 
Manual  
Upgrade user guide for Pilots 4.1 1 UPF 
LearnWeb2.0 
for different 
browsers 
Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Safari? 
5.1 1 UHANN 
Satisfactory 
home page 
Not empty! 
homePage=searchPage 
Add list of last upadated resources 
3.1 1 Giunti + 
UHANN 
 
 
 
Short name Description Reference
s in this 
document 
Prio
rity 
User authentication Using CAS server 6.1 and 
7.1 
2 
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Explicit resource url url of the resource for retrieving it 
directly (similar to youtube url and 
embedded code) 
9.1 2 
Pagination Pagination in search page 9.1 2 
Tag clouds In view page and MyResource page 9.1 2 
Various photo sizes Allowing selection of small, medium or 
big format in downloading photos 
9.1 2 
Alignment with 
WP3 
User profile and rights aligned with WP3 9.1 2 
Integration with 
ReCourse 
Something like drag&drop from 
LearnWeb to ReCourse and vice-versa, 
see Task-Force 12 
9.1 2 
Licensing Introducing BSD Licensing in all 
software components (Sofia Board 
meeting, October 28 2008) 
9.1 2 
Supporting UoL Searching, viewing, uploading, 
downloading, tagging, commenting, 
metadating UoLs, see Task-Force 12 
 
9.1 2 
User Groups Allowing groups 3.1 and 
4.1 and 
5.1 and 
6.1 
2 
Category change Allowing to change resource category 3.1 2 
Identity 
Management 
Single sing on into different Web2.0 tools 4.1 2 
Resource 
Aggregation 
Aggregation of the resources into groups 4.1 2 
Resource Sharing Sharing of the resources among team 
partners 
4.1 2 
Social Bookmarking  Bookmark handling (for example 
Delicious) 
4.1 2 
Resource Upload Direct upload to the web2.0 tools 4.1 2 
FireFox toolbar A search tool bar for FireFox  browser for 
the LearnWeb2.0 with options to search 
by keywords, tags and others. 
4.1 and 
2.1 
2 
Social LearnWeb2.0 Integration with WP8 4.1 and 
6.1 
2 
Resource Usage 
Quality 
Comment rating 4.1 2 
Integration with 
other WP‟s 
Integration of WP5 web service tool in 
WP3, WP6, WP7, WP8 tools. Connecting 
TENCServer to Fedora. Connecting 
ReCourse to Fedora 
4.1 and 
7.1 
2 
Collaborative 
Resources  
Integration with GoogleDocs or Wiki 4.1 and 
6.1 
2 
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Improve 
categorisation and 
tagging 
Direct categorization and tagging while 
uploading Web2.0 resources 
6.1 2 
Search user by 
name or PCM URI 
Appropriate Web services should be 
implemented 
7.1 2 
Share Sharing a resource sending an email 
containing the URL. 
2.1 2 
Disabled 
functionalities 
If the user is not logged, some 
functionalities are visible but unclickable 
(bookmarking, sharing, rating, 
commenting...). 
2.1 2 
Browser Agent A browser plugin offering LearnWeb2.0 
services at any web page 
4.1 3 
View Counter How many times a resource has been 
viewed 
4.1 3 
Resource 
Organization 
relations within resources 4.1 3 
Virtual Worlds Simulate realistic scenarios using 3D 
graphics 
4.1 3 
Semantic Web 
Integration 
Supporting Foksonomy 4.1 3 
Social Relationship Supporting resource relationship 4.1 3 
Discussions around 
Resources 
Easy way to set up discussions around 
topics and resources 
4.1 3 
automatic metadata 
extraction of known 
file types 
extraction of metadata embedded in jpg, 
mp3, mpg, ... 
6.1 3 
 
Useful metadata Defining metadata having to do with 
lifelong competence 
3.1 3 
Search by 
Bookmark 
Integrate the login into delicious.com to 
use bookmarking (to be specified) 
2.1 3 
Search by group The possibility of search by the tags 
assigned to a group. 
2.1 3 
 
 
11 Conclusions (Giunti) 
 
The requirements here covered are a comprehensive list of all the “desiderata”. 
 
Next document, ID5.15, will take into consideration the real technological issues and the 
worthy of each requirement; including the detailed specification and the technical design. 
 
After the Sofia meeting of October 2008, the integration with Taskforces has been taken 
into consideration, especially Taskforce 12. 
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This document is border-line between DIP-3 and DIP-4, but its validity is straight, 
because it describes useful functionalities from the user point of view in the framework of 
a state-of-the-art software design paradigm. 
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